
 

English 

This week is all about poetry! Poets use a range of 

techniques to express thoughts and emotions in their 

poetry. There are many different types of poetry such 

as narrative poetry, limericks and tankas. Research the 

different types of poetry and have a go at writing 

some of your own!  

Many poets have collections of their poems published 

into books. Have a go at making your own poetry 

book with all your fantastic poems! Make sure you 

include some illustrations in your book and design a 

creative front cover. 

Have a go at the SPaG activities we have included. 

There are practice questions covering all the different 

things we have learnt about in Year 4. 

Maths 

Our new topic for Maths is symmetry. Com-

plete the activities included in this pack. 

Where can symmetry be 

found in nature?  

Don’t forget to logon to 

Education City and have a 

go at the activities that we have set for you.  

Reading 

Complete the reading activities on the following pages and be sure to logon to 

Bug Club. Start a reading journal this half-term. Write down all the books you 

have read and give them a rating out of 5. 

The famous children’s author JK Rowling has written a new book called          

The Ickabog. Read it here (a chapter is published each week!) 

https://www.theickabog.com/home/ 

Year 4 

How does food reach our plate? 

Take Home Tasks 

Please note 

Please be aware that the activities set are optional, open ended tasks for you to use when and if you wish. There is no expecta-

tion that all the tasks are completed. We invite families to pick and choose learning activities that work for them; to take a 

break/holiday from home learning if you wish or to keep on with the routine depending on individual circumstances. 

https://www.theickabog.com/home/


 

Art 

Using our Maths topic of symmetry as inspiration, create some art that shows the use 

of symmetry. Some examples could be designing and decorating a magical butterfly, 

creating a symmetrical mosaic, or folding origami. You can 

even have a go at creating symmetrical self portraits! Take a 

photo and stick 1 half 

on a large sheet of pa-

per, then draw the other side of your face.  

Year 4 

How does food reach our plate? 

Take Home Tasks 

Science 

This week we are learning all about food 

chains and food webs. Once you have com-

pleted the activity in your learning pack, have 

a go at researching a food chain you have 

chosen. You can also follow these links to 

find out more: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/

zbnnb9q/articles/zwbtxsg 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/

science-ks1-the-food-chain/zbr8d6f 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=MuKs9o1s8h8 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbnnb9q/articles/zwbtxsg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbnnb9q/articles/zwbtxsg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks1-the-food-chain/zbr8d6f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks1-the-food-chain/zbr8d6f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MuKs9o1s8h8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MuKs9o1s8h8


               Poetry 
English 

Poetry is a form of literature and a very wide genre of writ-

ing. It is a form of imaginative writing that can be written by 

anybody. People choose to write poetry based on many dif-

ferent things. Expressing thoughts and feelings about some-

thing in a creative way is what poetry is all about.  

Poetry has many different forms, and can be written in many 

different ways. Poems can be short or long, fun or sad, real 

or imagined, rhyming or not. 

This week is all about poetry! We are going to look at the different terms used in 

poetry and at the end, you are going to use these to write your own collection of 

poems! Have a read about the different techniques used in poetry and read through 







Have a go at reading these poems. 

They are all very different. Can you 

think of some other poems that you 

like? 

Have a look at these websites that give some great examples of different 

poems.  

https://www.youtube.com/MichaelRosenOfficial 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4mmn39/articles/z8sf8mn 

Check out Poetry4Kids where you will find loads of great poetry lessons 

and videos by Kenn Nesbitt, a famous writer of children’s poetry.  

https://www.youtube.com/MichaelRosenOfficial
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4mmn39/articles/z8sf8mn


1) What time of day is it in the poem? 

2) Find and copy two things that the star saw when 

she looked down. 

3) What did the star give the pool? 

4) Look at line 4. Why is the star’s face described as 

‘mirrored’? 

5) Find and copy the line which shows us that the pig 

disturbs the peaceful setting.  

6) ‘A brown pig cam to the little pool; 

 It grunted and splashed and waded in 

 And the deepest place but reached its chin.’ 

 

 What do these lines tell us about the depth of the 

 

Read the poem The Star by Sara Teas-

dale and answer the questions  below. 

Reading 











SPaG Activities 



Answers 



Maths What is symmetry? 

A line of symmetry is an imaginary line where you could fold a shape 

or image and have both halves match exactly. A figure can have one 

line of symmetry, many lines of symmetry or no lines of symmetry.  

Visit the following websites to learn more about lines 

of symmetry. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrhp34j/articles/z8t72p3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpE45MFNDnA 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-2/maths/to-recognise-lines-

of-symmetry-within-2-d-shapes-year-2-wk1-3#slide-3 

Complete the activities on the following pages. They start out quite 

easy and gradually get more difficult. Remember to have a look at the 

activities on Education City. 



1 Have a look at the answers 

for an idea about how to 

create mirror images.  



2 



3 





Answers 

1 

2 
Trace the outline of the picture 

with a colouring pencil.  

Make sure you press firmly.  Fold the page along the dotted line. Lightly 

colour over the back of the picture. 

Open up the picture and you mir-

ror image will be on the other side. 

3 



Topic What is a food chain? 

All living things need food for energy and growth.  Plants get 

their food from sunlight, air and water but animals have to eat 

other living things like plants and animals. Almost all food 

Have a look at this food chain. The Rose plant is the producer and the 

Predators and Prey 

Animals that kill and eat 

other animals are called 

predators. The animals that 

Food chains are all about what eats what. Thinking of plants as the producers and 

animals as the consumers might seem a bit odd to begin with, but if you remember 

that plants are the only ones that produce their own food, you’ll get it sorted in no 

time! Don’t forget that all the animals are consumers (even the ones that get eaten by 

other animals) because they don’t make their own food. Remember, the arrow in a 

W 

 

When one part of a food chain is changed, the whole food chain is altered. 

• In 1953, large numbers of rabbits were destroyed by a disease that was 

introduced into the environment by man.  

• Soon the countryside began to change. More 

plant life survived because there were less rab-

bits, so more deer survived because there was 

more vegetation to eat.  

• However, the number of foxes and hawks fell 

What happens when something in a food chain changes? 



The same animal or plant can be part of different food 

chains. This is because animals eat more than one type of 

food. This is important for survival as an animal can eat 

different food without relying on just one thing. It also 

Food chains join up to make food webs. 

 

Look up the following terms and create an information poster 

using your research.  

Predator   Prey   Herbivore    

Carnivore  Omnivore 

Activity 1 

 Fill in the missing arrows to complete the food web. Activity 2 

human 

deer squirrel rabbit mouse 

hawk 

snake 

leaves seeds 

frog 

insects 


